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EPIGRAPHIC GLEANINGS. 

BY CHESTER C. MC COWN. 

Pacific School of Religion. 

A few chance findings in the field of epigraphy, which were copied 
during the season of 1920-21, are here presented. One can not be certain 
that an inscription, which he has found lying exposed to view, may not have 

been published already from a better copy. However, the first three below 

can hardly have appeared in any publication accessible to the majority 
of scholars, though the first two have been included in the Recueil publie 

par la Societe Hebraique d' Exploration et d* Archeologie Palestiniennes 

(1921), which I have not seen. 

I. Inscriptions from Sarcophagi found at Tiberias. 

Toward the close of 1920, when digging for material to construct a road 
from Tiberias to Samakh, Jewish road makers uncovered a necropolis. 
It lay near the baths, on the side toward the city, and close to the site of 
the ancient city. Dr. Nahum Slousch, for the Jewish Palestine Exploration 
Society, began excavations on the north side of this spot and soon uncovered 
what he supposes to be a small synagogue.1 

Two sarcophagi with inscriptions were uncovered by the road makers. 
When I was in Tiberias in December, 1920, one, by far the most carefully 
carved of those then in evidence, was sticking into the bank, about two- 
thirds of it exposed and projecting out to the eastward, hanging 
unsupported some two feet above the level of the digging. The inscription 
and all the tabula ansata on which it was incised were in full view. The 

plate was eleven by twenty-one inches and contained originally four lines. 
The first had weathered away, but three remained, perfectly clear and 

excellently carved. 

[?HKHMIOPIAA] [??rJKV MlOPiM]tov tov 'laMpov fiovXevrov 
TOYTOYISIAO tfaavros hrj. . . 

POYBOYAEYTOY [ f Grave of Mithrida] tes son of Isidore, senator, 
ZHSANTOSETH. .who lived .. years. 

In the first line I thought I could discover the beginning of an e or 0. 
As there is not room enough for IvOahe Kelrat and the name of the deceased, 

1 Dr. Slousch has resumed excavations sinee my last visit, and I have been told that he 
made further interesting diseoveries, but I am without direct information; see also 
PEFQS, 1921, p. 184 f. (Oct.). 
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the inscription must have begun with 0^ or fivijua. Various names might 
be suggested. Six or seven letters are required. 

I had hoped to make a photograph of the sarcophagus, but on my first 
visit it was too dark and cloudy. The next day I had to spend on a trip else- 

where. Meantime it rained, and when I returned the dampness had 

apparently overweighted the unsupported end, and it had broken off along 
a crack that had been already visible running through the inscription. 
When I visited the place again in April, a large portion of the inscription 
had been broken off and removed. 

When, in April (1921), I returned to Tiberias with Dr. Albright, we 

discovered faint traces of an inscription on a sarcophagus which in 

December had been partially covered by piled-up stones for the road. 
It would appear to have belonged to an earlier time than the one just 
described, for it stood on the bottom level of the diggings. On the same 

level, almost under the first sarcophagus, were little box graves, made by 

setting up flat pieces of basalt in rectangular shape. These and sarcopha? 

gus number two ran approximately north and south, while number one ran 

east and west. The inscription had been poorly and irregularly carved 

in the first place and was badly weathered. Dr. Albright and I together 
made out a copy with much difficulty. 

BAI2APH0H2 Ba(p)o-ap(rj)0Vs. Si5/Jt[/x]aX(os) 'Icrvrov ?rj- 

SYMAXOSI o-as kv fu. 

2YTOYZH2 Barsarethes. Symmachos son of Isytes (or 
ASETHJME Isytos), who lived forty-five years. 

The first line was above the tablet, on the margin of the sarcophagus. 
Its third letter was probably P, and we thus get a Semitic name, connected 

with the root nittf or iSIW. Lidzbarski notes a word nHHXCJ', which he 

interprets as possibly a Nabataean proper name.2 In an inscription from 

Bostra occurs the word JVItT, which Halevy3 thought the name of "une 
nouvelle deesse nabateenne,? 

? a wdpeBpos of Dusares,4 regarding the word 

as a nisbe feminine from &OC in X'"WH. Lidzbarski rejects the sugges- 
tion on account of the discrepancy in the composition of the two words.5 
If it could be accepted, the name Barsarethes would be an interesting 
addition to the evidence for the cult. 

It appears that this name was not put on the sarcophagus at the same 

time as the remainder of the inscription. This is shown by two facts, 

2 Eandbuch der semit. EpigrapMe, I (1898), p. 371. 
8 Journal Asiatique, 1901,1, p. 341 f. 
* See Wellhausen, Beste arabischen Eeidentums, p. 48. 
*Ephemeris fiir semit. Epig., I (1902), p. 333. 
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first, the word is not on the plate, and second, the ductus of the A is 

different, being A in two cases on the plate, and A twice in the name 
Barsarethes. Whether the names belong to the same man or not, one 
cannot say.6 

The name I2YTOY is not by any means certain. Perhaps some Semitic 
scholar can explain it. At the time of reading, the T appeared clear. 
Otherwise I should be inclined to read 'lovkov. 2YMAX02 may stand for 

Efyxaxos, but I prefer the more common name.7 

II. A Tomb at Marissa?Beit Jibrin. 

In March Dr. Albright and I visited Beit Jibrin and spent a day examin- 

ing the famous painted tombs and other objects of interest in the neighbor- 
hood of Tell Sandahannah. We took turns in the rather unpleasant 
recreation of crawling into the inviting holes in the range of hills which 
contained the painted tombs. Among several without special interest, 
Dr. Albright in his turn entered one containing koklm over which the names 
of the dead had been placed. We both, therefore, entered and deciphered 
the writing. I have not been able to discover that the names have been 

published. 
The tomb lay a little to the north of the painted tombs on the same side 

of the valley. It was rectangular, 10 feet 10 inches wide in front and 
11 feet 6 inches at the back, 18 feet 2 inches long on the right and 18 feet 
10 inches on the left, with five koklm, gabled in Marissa fashion, on each 
side. Four on the left side took up as much space as five on the right. 
In front of the door, 5 feet 9 inches away, was a roughly hewn pillar with 
a Doric (?) capital, its bottom split away at the back. 

On the left side the names were written over koklm two, three, and four 
somewhat after this fashion: 

2 3 4 
IIANAII NAOYMA/r<S>AAPl2 
QAO# 

On the other side, only one name appeared, EYNIKHS, over kok four. 

6Dr. Albright has transmitted to me a reading of this inscription as published by 
Dr. Slousch in a Hebrew article in the Becueil publie par la Societe Eebra'ique d'Explora- 

A ? ? 
tion et d'Archeologie Palestiniennes, which runs as follows: (1) . . TVA . . HL (2) 

H F? 
. . TO . ZP C (3) . . A . . . IEH. Y. . (The letters and question marks above 
the line are alternative readings or quefies to the characters below.) Evidently the line 
above the plate was entirely overlooked. I am quite sure that the readings represent 
no improvement upon those which I have given, although I do not regard mine as final. 7 Cf. Bevue Biblique, 1922, pp. 115-122. This review of Pere Vincent has appeared 
since Dr. McCown's paper was written. Ed. 
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The incised letters were all most carelessly done, evidently by a non- 

professional hand. They are really only scratched in the soft yellow 
limestone with a pointed tool, which slipped more than once and made 
a longer line than was necessary. They closely resemble inscriptions over 
kokim in the painted tombs.8 

The first name I take to stand for IlavaTroWwv. Stephanus of Byzantium 
reports Uava7r6\\a)ves as a designation for " 

Egyptians. 
"9 The confusion 

of o and (o and the omission of one of two doubled letters are frequent 
phenomena in inscriptions. It is possible that the final letter was intended 
for a N and that I misread it. 

The second name appears to be Naovfias. This combination of letters 

seems to be required by the fact that just these letters are incised, while 

<f>a8pis, though following without a separating space, is painted in a heavy 
brown pigment that seemed like plaster.* Such a name I have not been 

able to discover elsewhere. Perhaps it stands for Naov/xos, the form which 

Josephus uses for Nahum.10 The final letter presents a difficulty, for it 

exactly resembles a /:. One is forced to explain it as a square sigma, in 

the making of which the chisel slipped and lengthened the downward 

stroke. Unfortunately no square e, o or o- is to be found in this tomb. They 
are to be seen, however, in the painted tombs, where there is the same 

mixture of forms.11 
The word <?afyns is even more diflficult to account for. Is it a variant of 

?aTpijs, found in an Egyptian inscription of the time of Tiberias?12 May 
we connect it with such a name as fcOflfi, which appears in a Phoenician 

inscription?13 I have thought of connecting the last two letters of the 

previous word with these to make 'Ao-</>afyn<>, seeking to explain the change 
from scratching to painting by the "artist's" dissatisfaction with his <r. 

But such a name is equally diificult to authenticate. 
The one name on the right side, EvvUrjs, makes no difficulty. It is to be 

noticed that in this case the Genitive is used, while apparently the Nomina- 

tive occurs in all the names on the left side. Both Nominative and Geni? 

tive occur in Tomb I.14 

8 Peters-Thiersch-Cook, Painted Tombs at Marissa, pp. 46, 54. 
9 Sub verbo 'Aprala. 
* Dr. W. J. Moulton found such plaster used to hold in place the stones which closed 

the individual loculi and then to write the inscriptions above, Am. Journal of ArcJiae- 

ology, 1915, pp. 63-70. 
10 Ant. IX, 239-242. 
11 Peters-Thiersch-Cook, Painted Tombs, pp. 50 and 54, and Plate XIV. 
13 Dittenberger, Or. Graec. Inscr. Select., 66016. 
13 Corp. Inscr. Semit., 2205. 
14 Peters-Thiersch-Cook, op. cit., pp. 41-46. 
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III. Inscriptions from Kades. 

At Kades near Lake Hiileh, usually called Kedesh Naphtali, Dr. Albright 
and I tog^ther deciphered two inscriptions. It is strange if both are not 

already known, but I can discover them in none of the literature now at 

my disposal. 
One lay in the compound of the police station, having been built into a 

seat against the outer wall. We read it as follows: 

///////rME?E .TME(h)E y airb (T)ovp[p]aviov (rvvyeveia 
lAnO.OYPANIOYS c7rotV<E (Sta) iirifjieXyjTiov 

' Avvtov. 

YNrENIAEIlOIHSEM Adfxa(v)Tos ivXr}v. 
A EniMEAHTONAN . The family of Turranius made 
NIOYNAIAAI?MAE (this) as a vow through the commissioners Annius 

.M2EOOAAMAT02 (son of.and.son of) Damas. 

EYXHN 

The letters were regular and beautifully shaped. Apparently evxrjv at the 

bottom and the word ending y/xefle at the top had been centered, and on the 

small, almost square stone we have all of the inscription except a few letters 
of the first line, a part of the first letter of the second line, and one at the 

beginning of the sixth. Unfortunately, weathering had made several quite 

indistinct, and in the names at the end I was unable to reach a satisfactory 
result. 

I am surprised at being able to find nothing to explain the first line, 
for the letters deciphered seemed to be beyond doubt. As the r stands 

in about the middle of the inscription, four, or possibly five letters should 

precede it. Nothing suitable to complete the line has occurred to me, and 
if it is an acrostic, I cannot discover the formula back of it. One would 

expect a Dative or possibly a Vocative of the name of the deity invoked. 

The name Turranius occurs several times in the Prosopographia imp. 
rom. A[Tu]rranius [Juk]undus was to be found in Crete.15 A Turranius 

was prefect of Egypt under Augustus16 and Turranius Priscus was prefect 
in the army of Cestius during his unfortunate expedition against Jeru? 

salem and was one of the officers bribed by Florus to compass its failure. 

If he was the Priscus who fell during the disastrous retreat, he richly 
deserved his fate.17 One wonders whether it could have been his family 
which set up a votive tablet in Kades, possibly in the temple of which the 

fagade is still standing. 
The use of avyyiveta with airo is to me unknown, but it seems to be the only 
16 C1G 2582b add. 
16 CIG 4923. 
17 Josephus, BJ II, 531, 544. 
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way to construe the words. If I have taken it rightly, it offers another 

example of the growing use of prepositions in the Koine. Of the H preced- 
ing a-n-o there remains one vertical stroke, and of the T in Turranius the 
bottom only. 

Between eVot^o-e and cVt/xeA^rw there is more space than is necessary 
for Sta, and I did not originally read the traces so, but there was a hole 
in what I took to be M, and AI may well have stood there. The use of 

eVi/xcA^r^ for the members of a commission, or committee, is shown by an 

inscription set up by the city of "Laodicea by the Sea" in the Olympieion 
at Athens in honor of Hadrian,18 where we have Sia iTnixeXrjT&v koI irpecrpvTwv 
followed by a list of names in the Genitive. In three inscriptions at 

Jerash Sia i7nfxe\r}Twv occurs with names following it just as here.20 
The district captain of gendarmes, who happened to be spending a few 

days in Kades, showed us all hospitality. Under the incitement of the 

Frencjh interest in archaeology, manifested in the appointment of district 

inspectors of antiquities, he had been making a survey of the objects 
of archaeological interest in the neighborhood and spent an afternoon 

leading us to all the ancient monuments and tombs he had been able to 

discover. 
In the morning, as we were leaving, he told us he had just been informed 

of an inscription in a house in the village. We had been anxious to make 

an early start but took time to attempt to decipher a grave-stone built 

into the door jamb of a hut in the north western part of the village. The 

result was as follows: 

ETOY2 
' 
Etovs y9r (fi) t?vos II (a) vrjp.ov jk. 

' 
EvflaSfc] 

\r9T12HNOS K?tTat ,Ar(?\)X(at)os (EA)kX(?ws). 
*IIHNHMOY In the year 393, on the 23rd of the month 

\rKEN?AA Panemos. Here lies Atellaios son of Eukles 

KEITAIAT (?).19 

A.AE02EI2 

KAH0AIOSIN 

. ,-AEA(h)IA 

OY2 

18 Dittenberger, Or. Graec. Inscr. Select., 693. 
20 See Mittheilungen u. Nachrichten des deutschen Paldstina-vereins, 1901, pp. 49-82, 

Nos. 11, 57, and 58. 
19Do the last three lines contain the familiar formula, edpcrl, ovSets adavaros^ If so, 

the name Eukles, at best a wild guess, disappears. Or should one read 'ATeWcuos 
67riK\r6ds ? . . . ? 
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When reading the stone, I took the 9 to be a ?, but that is naturally 

impossible, for r seems to be the proper reading of the preceding character. 

The oblique line before each of the two numerals puzzled me, but I believe 

them to be marks of punctuation.21 There appeared to be a small character 

before the n in line 3, but it was probably a blemish in the stone. Between 

lines 5 and 6 were drawn lines as if to mark the end of the inscription. 
While below there was no apparent change in the ductus of the letters, 
the remainder of the reading is quite uncertain, and the name EwcAeW, 
which I have suggested, agrees only partly with the traces we made out. 

This inscription did not compare favorably with the previous one in the 

finish and regularity of the letters. 
The date 393 seems reasonably certain, but by what era is it reckoned? 

If that of the Seleucids, we are brought to 82 A. D., if that of Antioch, 
to 344 A. D. So far as the evidence goes, either is possible. Not far 

away, in the Decapolis, the Pompeian era was much in use.22 If we 

reckon by it, the date is about 330. The votive inscription above should 

come from about that time, or somewhat earlier, if the temple is to be 

dated in the second century.23 Probably 82 A. D. is too early. 

21 Cf. Larf eld, Bandbuch, II, pp. 583 ff. 
23Lucas, Mittheil. u. Nachrichten des deutschen Pal.-vereins, 1901, p. 50; following a 

suggestion of Kubitsehek in Pauly-Wissowa, I, 649, he reekons from 63 B. C, but many 
cities had eras of their own dating from about this time. 

28 Kohl and Watzinger, AntiTce Synagogen Galilaas, p. 158, date it in the later Antonine 
times from the style of its ornamentation. 

The round forms of epsilon and sigma and the form of omega opening upward, sueh as 
are common in first and second century inscriptions, oceurred in all the inscriptions here 
recorded. 
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